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Introduction

As I polymath, I've been told on many occasions - and in

many different ways - to pick one thing to be my thing. I

always found that advice unacceptable and detrimental.

Recently, I was inspired to create a painting called The

Multipotentialite. This painting explores what it feels like

for us to be faced with selecting one thing to focus on,

often at the expanse of all others that we are good at. 

During the making of The Multipotentialite, I codified my

own process to integrate my skills, talents, interests, and

passions into one cohesive package I can present to the

world and say - this is me. All of me... and feel good about

it. It later became this guide. 

This guide is here to help you, a multipotentialite, do the

same.

To get the most from this exercise, listen to my I Paint

Ideas Podcast episode that discusses The

Multipotentialite:

Part 1 - I talk about the meaning and inspiration behind

the painting and explain why choosing one thing for us is

so harmful and toxic. I also talk about the unintended

consequences of taking that advice to heart. 

Part 2 - I offer a different approach to solve this problem,

and I also lead you through completing the work in this

guide step by step. 

I Paint Ideas podcast is available free, wherever you get

your podcasts, or at IPaintIdeasPod.com.

Let's get started! 
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NOTES: Step 1 - Take Inventory 

Use the space below to list all your passions, skills,

talents, interests, etc. Nothing is too small. This step is

about acknowledging the things you like to do, know

how to do, that make you happy, give you energy, that

you are interested in... In no particular order.

IMPORTANT: Don't censor yourself!
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NOTES: Step 1 - Your Turn: Take

Inventory

Use the space below to list all your passions, skills,

talents, interests, etc. Nothing is too small. This step is

about acknowledging the things you like to do, know

how to do, make you happy, give you energy, that you

are interested in... In no particular order.

IMPORTANT: Don't censor yourself!
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NOTES: Step 2 - Your Marketable Self

(At this time)

Looking at your list you made in step 1, circle all the

items you are really good at AND for which people

(who are not related to you) have paid you for.

IMPORTANT: Be honest!
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NOTES: Step 2 - Your Turn: Your

Marketable Self (At this time)

Looking at your list you made in step 1, circle all the

items you are really good at AND for which people

(who are not related to you) have paid you for.

IMPORTANT: Be honest!
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NOTES: Step 3 - Your Underlying

Needs

Focusing on items you circle in step 2, one at a time,

ask yourself - What need am I satisfying for myself by

doing this activity or pursuing this interest, etc? 

A pattern may emerge as you go down the list, where

the same need may be coming up although you may

be doing completely unrelated things.

IMPORTANT: Let go of judgment and let it unfold.

Being a filmmaker fulfills my

need to be creative through

creating stories, characters, and

worlds that never existed before.

Being an artist fulfills my need to be

creative through creating new art.

writing
directing
producing
filmmaking

syste
ms

engin
eerin

g
Being an engineer fulfills my

need to be creative through

solving technical problems.

etc...

fine art
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NOTES: Step 3 - Your Turn: Your

Underlying Needs

Focusing on items you circled in step 2, one at a time,

ask yourself - What need am I satisfying for myself by

doing this activity or pursuing this interest, etc? 

A pattern may emerge as you go down the list, where

the same need may be coming up although you may

be doing completely unrelated things.

IMPORTANT: Let go of judgment and let it unfold.
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NOTES: Step 4 - Find Your Story

Use the items you circled in step 2 and your needs

identified in step 3 to model different possibilities for

yourself to help you find your story.

Ask yourself: What will my world be if a (circled item 1)

in me is the protagonist of my story, and other skills

and talents that I have are supporting characters that

meet my need for ___________?

Work through all circled items you have, one at a time,

and write a story for each. Which one feels the best to

you? Circle it! Use as much space as you need.

IMPORTANT: Be open to possibilities!

Artist's
Story

Engineer'sStory

Filmmake
r's

Story

I will present myself to the world as a visual

artist. I will use technology like augmented

and virtual reality to show my artwork

online in an immersive experience. I will

film a docu-series to promote my artwork

and my brand. -- That's pretty good.

Maybe I can be a computer animator or

a special effects person? Highly technical,

artistic, and still making movies.

I can write and direct films about art. I

can also use the latest technology

advancements -- like artificial

intelligence and deep fakes - to create

characters on screen or even bring back

the old masters.

etc...
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NOTES: Step 4 - Your Turn: Find Your

Story

Use the items you circled in step 2 and your needs

identified in step 3 to model different possibilities for

yourself to help you find your story.

Ask yourself: What will my world be if a (circled item 1)

in me is the protagonist of my story, and other skills

and talents that I have are supporting characters that

meet my need for ___________? 

Work through all circled items you have, one at a time,

and write a story for each. 

Which one feels the best to you? Circle it! Use as much

space as you need.

IMPORTANT: Be open to possibilities!
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NOTES: Step 5 - Bring All Of You On

The Journey

Pull out your inventory list you made in step 1. Keeping

in mind the life story you like the best from step 4 --

use the items you DID NOT circle and enrich your story

with them.

IMPORTANT: Have fun! 

Enriching the Artist's Journey
Rollerblading
Rollerblading is a form of active meditation for me and a

lot of great ideas and insights come to me when I skate. I

can add a short-form social media content by recording

a quick video while out skating to share an insight or a

great idea for a new painting that came to me. I can call

them K2 sessions after the name of my skates and

compliment my social media content.

Storytelling
I imagine the life-cycle of my art as a hero's journey

storyline (art is the hero) and create promotional content

that follows this narrative arc.

Hosting Podcast
I can host a podcast to bring the audience deep inside

the creative process and share the inspirations, ideas,

thinking, conversations, and meaning behind the art.

Incorporate as many as you can - as your audience will

feel an affinity towards you if they are interested in the

same things.

etc...
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NOTES: Step 5 - Your Turn: Bring All

Of You On The Journey

Pull out your inventory list you made in step 1. Keeping

in mind the life story you like the best from step 4 --

use the items you DID NOT circle and enrich your story

with them.

IMPORTANT: Have fun! 
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NOTES: Congrats! You made it!

After all this - you must feel pretty good! I know I did

once I figured it out. 

The biggest A-ha for me was to see the pattern in the

needs I was trying to solve with all the different things I

was doing, and that made it easier to let go of some

because I knew that I am getting what I need. 

Now, as I position myself as an artist first to the outside

world and now that people know what box to put me

in, I don't mind it at all. I know that in a box full of

artists, I stand out. I am the crazy one who makes

documentary art trailers, writes poems to paintings,

and geeks out on staging virtual art shows in virtual

and augmented reality...among other things—all in

service of the artist. 

I don't feel that I am missing anything, as I did for

many years before. So my hope for you is that you were

able to fold all your talents and passions into your

favorite story, cast your protagonist, and supporting

characters to help you on your journey. You chose

without choosing or compromising. 

I would like to hear your story if you're game to share.

Just post on your favorite social media platform (no

Snapchat, I am not that hip) and tag @daeuart and

use #mymultistory, and I'll look for it - or DM me

privately on Instagram @daeuArt.

All the best.

Love,
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About Daeu Angert

Daeu Angert is a visual artist exploring the intersection of art

and thought leadership. She is also a founder of daeuArt

Gallery and a fierce defender of Renaissance People. Daeu's

mission is to advance creativity in the United States and

abroad and to inspire our next generation innovators and

problem solvers to nurture their creativity and use it to tackle

the most significant issues of tomorrow. 

Daeu Angert. Diary Collection. 2020. Oil on canvas. 

60 x 48 inches. © Gorana Daeu Angert, daeuArt Gallery. 

All rights reserved.  See it at https://daeuart.com/multi 
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